GROW Groups, Coming Soon!

One of the important reasons that Christ came to live among us was so that we could have common ground (Hebrew 2:14-18).

The Fall GROW Group semester is almost here! At Pioneer, GROW Groups are an integral part of what we do. Grow in your relationship with God and others by joining a GROW group. These groups cover a wide variety of interests, so we’re sure there’s one waiting for you.

What every PMC group has in common is a time for Prayer together and a devotional time if you are not running a standard Bible study group. GROW Groups
are a way to follow Christ’s example by building common ground as we disciple each other. We have mentors waiting but we need you!

Fall GROW groups: September 27 - December 13

Volunteers Needed

Neighbor to Neighbor is in need of several, new, service oriented, volunteers. Volunteers will help in a variety of different roles which include receptionists, working in the pantry, and sorting donations.

To volunteer, or for more information, please contact Lucy Randall at 269-741-7411
Pedaling This Labor Day

*The Journal of the American Medical Association* published research this Tuesday that might be of particular interest to those of us planning on some Labor Day biking. If the report had simply stated that biking accidents are on the rise, who’d be surprised, given the increased number of bikers of all ages across the country (the result of what some are calling “the Lance Armstrong effect”). But thanks to the celebrity crashes this year of rock star Bono, 55, injured while biking in New York City, and Secretary of State John Kerry, 71, breaking his femur while enjoying a ride in France, researchers are sitting up and taking notice. . . [read more](#)

*by Dwight Nelson, Lead Pastor*
Pioneer Memorial Church
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